Introduction. Weissenberg photographs revealed the Laue class mmm. The systematic absences Okl, k 4: 2n and hOl, l 4: 2n gave Pbc21 and Pbcm as possible space groups. The non-centrosymmetric Pbc21 was chosen (indicated by E statistics). Cell dimensions were obtained by least squares from powder spectra obtained with a Guinier-HS.gg focusing camera (Cu K~tl radiation, ~. --1.54056 ,~, 22°C). A1 (cubic, a = 4-04934 ,~) was used as internal standard. A four-circle diffractometer (CAD-4) was used in the data collection. Table 1 gives details of the collection and reduction of the intensities and the refinement. During data collection three standard reflexions were checked after every 50 measurements. No systematic variations in their intensities were observed. The values of I and trc(I ) were corrected for Lorentz, polarization and absorption effects [at(I) is based on counting statistics]. The expression p = (cos 2 20 + cos 2 2Ou)/(1 + cos 2 2Ou) was used in the correction of the polarization effects. O u is the Bragg angle for the monochromator.
The positions of the non-hydrogen atoms were determined with MULTAN (Germain, Main & Woolfson, 1971) . The parameters were refined by full-matrix least squares, minimizing E w(tF ol -IF c I) 2, with weights w -l = a2/41Fo 12 + CIFo 12. C was adjusted so that constant values of (w(IFol -IFcl)2) were obtained in different I Fol and sin t9 intervals. The origin was kept fixed along c by not refining the z parameter of Na(1). The positions of the H atoms were obtained from a difference synthesis with data corrected for isotropic extinction (Zachariasen, 1967) and with sin 0/2 < 0-5 A -1. In the last cycle the shifts in the parameters were less than 10% of the e.s.d.'s. A final difference synthesis was featureless. Scattering factors were taken from
International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1974) .
The atomic parameters are given in Table 2 .* x y Na(1) 9901 (I) 8549 (1) 4600 Na (2) 2181 (1) 9314
9629 (2) 8273 (1) 492 0(3) 4354 (2) 8674 (2) 2171 0(4) 6915 (3) 9046 (1) 3692 0(5) 2797 (2) 6616 (2) 1303 H(1) 6082 (44) 9344 (27) 
Discussion. The structure of Na2CaH204.H20 (NaMAL) has been determined as part of a systematic study of the geometry of the malonate ion in the solid state. The packing coefficient (Briggman & Oskarsson, 1977) is 0.77. The ionic radius for Na + was assumed to be 1.05 A. The packing in NaMAL is somewhat less dense than in CaC3H204.2H20 (0.81) but about the same as in SrC3H204 (0.78) (Briggman & Oskarsson, 1977) . The structure of NaMAL is shown in Fig. 1 Table 3 gives selected distances within the coordination poly- (A) and angles (o) (a) The coordination polyhedra. The superscripts denote the following transformations applied to the x,y,z values given in Table 2 : 
2.308 (2) -0(4 vii) 2.285 (2) --0(5 III ) 2-404 (3) Bond angles
109 (3) -119.3 (2) 62.2 (3) -178.6 (2) 1.3 (3) hedra. Fig. 2 shows a projection of the coordination polyhedra on the bc plane. The polyhedra are linked in pairs along b through a common face and along e through edge-sharing. These double chains are linked along b through corner-sharing forming a twodimensional net. The malonate ion depicted in Fig. 3 forms a sixmembered chelate ring with one of the Na ÷ ions and a four-membered ring with the other. The O-C-C-C torsion angles are 1 and 61 °, giving a twist conformation in the chelate ring with Na ÷. The 0(2)---0(4) distance is 2.967 A. The O..-O repulsion causes the C(1)-C(2)-C(3) angle to be distorted from the expected tetrahedral value to 114.9 °. Similar conformations of the malonate ion are found in rare-earth malonates with six-membered chelate rings (Hansson, 1973) and in SrC3H20 4 (Briggman & Oskarsson, 1977) .
The C-C distances are not significantly different (Table 3) and they agree well with those found in CaCaHEO4.2H20 and SrCaH20 4. The C-O distances are more dependent on the environment and, since 0(3) accepts two hydrogen bonds, C(3)-O(3) is longer and C(3)-O(4) shorter than the distances observed in the other carboxylate group.
The geometry of the water molecule and the hydrogen bonds is given in Table 4 . 0(3) accepts two hydrogen bonds [from 0(5) and O(5iii)] and forms a zigzag-shaped hydrogen-bond chain running along e (Fig. 2 ). j *" III'C 3 02
,. :; 04 Fig. 3 . The malonate ion.
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